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Radiant Child Yoga November 2017 Lesson Plan 

Inspired by: Thanksgiving 
Offered by RCY teacher Michele Anderson 
 

I am Grateful 
 
Intended for ages 4-8 

 
Introduction:  This yoga story helps children to express gratitude for everything 
around them. After tuning in, the teacher may ask students to close their eyes, 

bow their heads to their hearts and think about one thing they are grateful for 
that day. 
 

**With each pose/exercise, teacher may say “Thank you ___” and have children 
echo her. 
 

Tune-In: 3 big balloon breaths to fill our bodies with cleansing energy. 
 
Warm-ups:  

 
Washing Machine (Spinal Twist)- We are thankful for clean clothes. (“Thank 
you, washing machine.”) 

 
Car ride (Bumpy Camel)- We are thankful for cars and school buses that take 
us places. (“Thank you, cars/buses.”) 

 
Moving Bodies (Sky Walk)- We are thankful for healthy bodies that move. 
(“Thank you, body.”) 

 
 
 

Story/Poses:  
 
Seeds (Child’s Pose)- We are thankful for seeds that grow into plants and 

trees. Little seeds begin to “grow” by slowly uncurling and coming up to a 
standing position. (Thank you, seeds.”) 
 

Trees (Tree Pose)- We are thankful for trees that give us shade and oxygen. 
(“Thank you trees.”) 
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Water (Waterfall)- We are thankful for flowing water to drink. (“Thank you, 

water.” 
 
Sun-(Balloon Breath) <Hold at the top to create the “sun.”> We are thankful 

for the sun that warms us and makes everything grow. (“Thank you, sun.”) 
 
Moon- (Crescent Moon)- We are thankful for the moon that gives us light at 

night. (“Thank you, moon.”) 
 
Fish- (Fish Pose)- We are thankful for the fish in the ocean. (“Thank you, 

fish.”) 
 
Frogs-(Frog jumps)- We are thankful for frogs and their beautiful “ribbit” song. 

(Children can make frog sounds as they do the exercises.) (“Thank you frogs.”) 
 
Spiders (Spider Stretch)- We are thankful for spiders who made such beautiful 

webs. (“Thank you spiders”) 
 
Dogs (Downward Dog)- We are thankful for all the dogs to pet and cuddle. 

(“Thank you dogs.”) 
 
Rain (Children become “rain drops” by jogging lightly on their mat and 

“dropping” raindrops with their hands- We are thankful for rain that makes our 
crops grow. (“Thank you rain.”) 
 

Rainbows (Bow Pose)- We are thankful for rainbows after the storm. (“Thank 
you rainbows.”) 
 

Whole World (Big Balloon Breath)- We are thankful for the whole world and 
everyone in it.  (“Thank you world.”) 
 

 
Relaxation:   
 

Caterpillars in a Chrysallis- Gently wrap children in their yoga mats. Allow 
them to rest like caterpillars.  At the end of relaxation, unwrap students and 
allow them to become beautiful butterflies (butterfly pose) Teacher says, “Thank 

YOU, butterflies!” (May sing “Fly Like a Butterfly” song.) 
 
Meditation: Using the Sa-Ta-Na-Ma finger tapping, teacher leads children in the 

mantra “I- am- grate-ful.” 
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Activity: Teacher distributes small foam hearts and a marker to each child. They 
may write a kind word or draw a picture on the heart.  Students may then 
exchange hearts with one another and practice saying “Thank you” to one 

another. 
 
Ending: Long Time Sun Song and Sat Nam. 
 


